
 
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

 

Little Boy Blue Author Praises Animal Shelter’s Decision to End Gassing 
of Dogs Immediately 

 

BOOK’S NATIONAL MEDIA CAMPAIGN PLUS PRESSURE FROM LOCAL ACTIVISTS 

FORCE NORTH CAROLINA FACILITY TO ACT, SERVES AS HOPE FOR SIMILAR 

SHELTERS NATIONWIDE 

 

Hauppauge, NY (October 15, 2012) -- Little Boy Blue author Kim Kavin was pleased to be 

featured on CNN yesterday in response to a report that Person County, North Carolina has ended 

the use of its animal control facility’s gas chamber effective immediately, which is far earlier than 

previously announced. 

 

“It was a sign of hope when Little Boy Blue came out to great fanfare in August, and the shelter 

where Blue was rescued announced that it would finally end the use of the gas chamber by 

summer 2013,” Kavin says. “Now, local officials have been forced to act much sooner thanks to 

continued pressure from the national media surrounding Little Boy Blue and the tireless animal 

activists in Person County. Yesterday’s news is absolute proof that committed citizens can make a 

difference for the countless homeless dogs like my boy Blue.” 

 

The animal control facility in Person County is one of more than 40 nationwide with gas 

chambers that Kavin documented as spending some $15 million U.S. tax dollars each year to kill 

healthy, adoptable dogs.  

 

Little Boy Blue uses the heartwarming story of Blue’s rescue and adoption not only to expose 

these high-kill facilities, but also to champion the army of volunteers across America who are 

working to save dogs like him every single day. 
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“Ending the use of gas chambers is a great first step for these facilities in working toward 

becoming true shelters that help to save animals, as opposed to assembly lines with kill rates 

that sometimes surpass 90 percent unless community volunteers intervene,” Kavin says. “I 

congratulate Person County on making these first changes in what hopefully will be a long-term 

effort to save more dogs like Blue.” 

 

Kavin recently was invited to Capitol Hill in Washington, D.C., to discuss the potential for 

upcoming federal legislation pertaining to the use of gas chambers nationwide. She plans to use 

the spring 2013 media campaign for Little Boy Blue to draw further attention to this issue across 

the country. 

 

Written by award-winning journalist Kim Kavin, Little Boy Blue tells the story of a how a puppy 

she adopted into her New Jersey home originated at Person County Animal Control and was 

saved by rescuers who transported him some 500 miles to safety. The book documents 

conditions at the taxpayer-funded shelter with far more detail than has ever been reported to the 

public, using Person County as an example of what is happening to healthy, adoptable dogs and 

puppies in some of the worst corners of America’s shelter system nationwide. 

 

In addition, Barron’s Educational Series is donating a portion of proceeds from Little Boy Blue to 

the Petfinder Foundation, to help rescue dogs nationwide. 
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